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INTRODUCTION

If you're an American citizen, you may enjoy significant
tax advantages by relocating to Portugal; or perhaps
you're already reaping the benefits whilst reading this.

Whatever situation you may be in, tax in Portugal is
extremely complex, and you should have your affairs in
order as soon as you start to live in the Iberian Peninsula.



SERVICES PROVIDED

Here at RHJ Accountants we have multiple packages on
offer to suit your needs, don't put yourself at risk by

working with Portuguese accounting firms who don't fully
understand the tax efficient processes available. 

 
Read on to find out about the different packages

available, to avoid crushing tax and penalties.



CONSULTATION

$180/30 minutes

If you don't need tax prep right now but would like to
speak with one of our world-class CPAs for advice on tax

planning or FACTA reporting requirements, you can
arrange a consultation to discuss your situation. 

 
Fee for this service:

 



TAX PACKAGES

Tax Return prepared by world-class, expat expert CPA
Fixed Fee – no surprises
Above and beyond total support
Includes E-Sign and IRS E-file
Easy and secure client portal
Communicate with your CPA year round

With all our tax packages, we can offer you:

View all available packages,
including pricing, on the

next pages.



Option 1 - 
$390 for up to 2 accounts, plus free FBAR
Option 2 - 
$489 for more than 3 accounts, including one K-1
Option 3 - 
$588 for more than one K-1 to a limit of 3 accounts

 INVESTOR PACKAGE 1040

All the investor packages
include a Sch D



 

Available Option - 
$420 for up to 2 accounts, plus free FBAR

BASIC EXPAT WAGE
EARNER PACKAGE 1040

This package includes a form
2555 Foreign Income Earned
Exclusion (FET)



 

Option 1 - 
$600 for up to 2 accounts
Option 2 - 
$699 for more than 3 accounts

Both options include free FBRAR

FREELANCE PACKAGE 1040

All freelance packages
include one Sch C and form

2555 Foreign Income
Exclusion (FET)
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